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Welcome to the 9th Annual Visitor Experience Conference!

This year we are Reimagining Experience. Change and reimagination of our day-to-day tasks,

experiences, services, and operations have been thrown at all of us in a variety of ways over the last

eight months or so. In this face of change, we’ve seen you adapt, react, and changed course more

times than we can count - but that is what Visitor Experience professionals do, isn't it!? Our niche

has a long history of taking plans then adjusting and elevating them to meet the everyday realities in

our work. When constantly faced with the unexpected, you find ways to mold unpredictable

situations into meaningful experiences. Frontline teams have been working this magic for years, and

we are here to celebrate them.

Unfortunately, frontline teams in our cultural institutions are among the hardest hit when museums

are in positions of needing to cut costs. With that in mind, we're going to take a little time at this

year's conference to explore other industries and transferring those VEX skills. For the folks who are

starting to reopen, we're going to chat with some people who have already jumped through that

hoop. And, as always, we have an impressive slate of VEXperts presenting on a variety of subjects

that we all deal with in our day-to-day.

We are so excited to log in over these two days and interact with y'all virtually. While we will miss our

in-person interactions, it remains an experience reimagined to help propel you forward and prepare

you for the future. We are so grateful that you have chosen to spend some time with us at #VEX20,

and we can't wait to see y'all in Cleveland for #VEX21!

Nicole, Cindy, Dan, Krista, Kyle, Pat

Welcome!
Welcome!
Welcome!
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A museum educator, writer, and arts consultant, Adrianne Russell (she/her) has

written and presented about the intersections of art, equity, and culture for Fusion,

Temporary Art Review, Smithsonian Magazine, PBS Parents, American Alliance of

Museums, MuseumNext, Museum Computer Network, Smithsonian Asian Pacific

American Center, and her blog,Cabinet of Curiosities. She is co-founder of the

digital humanities project #museumsrespondtoFerguson, an interrogation of anti-

Blackness in museums and #MuseumWorkersSpeak, an action-oriented platform for

social change at the intersection of labor, access, and inclusion. She also serves as

project advisor and contributor for the collaborative project Museums As Site for

Social Action (MASS Action) which seeks to align museums with more equitable and

inclusive practices.You can find her adding museums to her must-visit list, discovering

indie bookstores, and listening to K-pop.

Seema
Rao
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Seema Rao is the Deputy Director and Chief Experience Officer of the Akron Art

Museum. She specializes in content development and strategy; change-facilitation;

and inclusive community-building. With nearly 20 years of museum experience, Ms.

Rao has extensive experience in interpretation and programming from leading

content development for all audiences. She started her career in the education

department. She's taken the idea of communication inherent to the field to heart. As

a consultant, she worked with organizations to help understand how to share their

brand in inclusive ways, both through staff workshops and audience evaluation. Now

at the Akron Art Museum, she leads audience research, community engagement,

education, library, and curatorial teams to find the best ways to share their modern

and contemporary collections. She blogs regularly, both at her own blog

Brilliantideastudio.com and now with the generosity of Nina Simon, at Museum 2.0

Adrianne
Russell
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS



KEYNOTE SPONSOR:

NEXT WEBINAR:
Tuesday, November 12 at 8PM Eastern

Coping with 2020 with Dr. Andrea Braverman
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry & Behavioral Medicine, Thomas Jefferson University

The Visitor Experience Group is run entirely by a core group of volunteers

dedicated to providing professional development for the museum workers

in Visitor Services, Visitor Experience, Operations, and all those front

facing positions. We are supported by fantastic committees throughout

the year as we plan the annual Visitor Experience Conference. Our

committees include Membership, Audience Engagement, Marketing &

Communications, Events & Operations, and Programming. To join one of

our committees, reach out to us at info@visitorexperience.group or chat

up one of the VEX team members during the conference!

JOIN OUR TEAM:

VEX Ambassadors are a select group of professionals who share

enthusiasm for the visitor experience and are committed to establishing

and promoting best practices for the arts and culture field.  Ambassadors

act as conduits for furthering the mission and goals of the Visitor

Experience Group, helping promote attendance and participation at the

annual VEX Conference, and creating and/or nurturing an active

visitor experience network in their region. Learn more at Wednesday's Ask

An Ambassador session!

BECOME AN AMBASSADOR:

https://socialgoodsoftware.com/
https://visitorexperience.group/vex-ed-webinar-series/
https://visitorexperience.group/contact/
https://visitorexperience.group/ambassador/


12:00 - 1:00 EDT

Welcome & Keynote with Adrianne Russell

1:15 - 2:00 EDT

Strength in Differences: The Well-Rounded Team

Coronavirus as The Unexpected Driver of Digital Innovation in the

Museum and Cultural Sector

2:15 - 3:00 EDT

Becoming Learner Centered

ChildSafe – A Visitor Experience Approach to Hope & Healing

Ask An Ambassador

3:15 - 4:00 EDT

So What? – Using Themes to Improve All Aspects of Visitor Experience

Approaching an Accessible Patron Experience

4:15 - 5:00 EDT

45 Audience Engagement Ideas in 45 Minutes: Covid-19 Edition

5:15 - 6:00 EDT

Happy Hour & Bingo

All times listed are in the Eastern Time Zone
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Strength in Differences: The Well-Rounded Team
 Wednesday 10/14 at 1:15

Christine Goerss-Barton and Megan Woloszyn 

Albright-Knox Art Gallery

There may be strength in numbers, but success is most often

achieved by strength in differences. And it starts with you. Whether

developing yourself or building a well-rounded team, learn the

importance in identifying your core strengths, and how this

understanding allows you and your team to reach your full

potential in creating a better guest experience overall.

Coronavirus as The Unexpected Driver of Digital Innovation in

the Museum and Cultural Sector
 Wednesday 10/14 at 1:15

Brendan Ciecko

CEO & Founder, Cuseum

When museums first closed their doors due to coronavirus, new

concerns seized the attention of the entire cultural industry – what

will our future hold? Now, another question has materialized: when

the doors to museums reopen, what will the new, modified

experience look like? This session will be a deep dive into this

question.

Becoming Learner Centered
 Wednesday 10/14 at 2:15

Nicole Ledinek 

MoCA Cleveland

Reshaping work culture, away from skills-based tasks and towards

a developmentally-driven learning community, positively impacts

learners visiting the organization and strengthens cross-

departmental relationships. Learn how moCa Cleveland

restructured Visitor Services to be a coordinated, comprehensive,

and cohesive approach to learning and engagement.

ChildSafe – A Visitor Experience Approach to Hope & Healing
 Wednesday 10/14 at 2:15

James Lancaster, Overland Partners

ChildSafe, located in San Antonio, TX is a trauma-focused care center

for survivors of abuse and neglect and their non-offending family

members. The center offers a safe environment and provides a

talented team of health professionals, state agencies, law

enforcement and legal teams to ensure that more cases are reported

and prosecuted, while kids and teens get the care they need.

Overland Partners’ Visitor Experience team worked with ChildSafe to

bring this entire system, which had previously been spread across

three campuses, under one roof, creating a restorative environment for

victims, their families, and ChildSafe’s multi-disciplinary partners.



Ask an Ambassador
 Wednesday 10/14 at 2:15

Presented by select Ambassadors 

Moderated by Krista Dahl Kusuma

Join and connect with our volunteer VEX Ambassadors in this informal session.

Each Ambassador leads a dynamic network of visitor experience professionals

in regions across the country. Learn about opportunities to connect near you;

or hear what it takes to start your own network. We look forward to meeting

you!

Approaching an Accessible Patron Experience
 Wednesday 10/14 at 3:15

Hailey Colwell

Spektrix

As social rules about how we engage with our communities shift, it

is crucial for organizations to think about providing catharsis and

healing for all. This session frames how organizations can create

an accessible experience by analyzing audience data to identify

gaps and better understand patrons’ needs.

45 x 45 Audience Engagement Ideas: Covid-19 Edition
 Wednesday 10/14 at 4:15

Tim Hallman, Director of Communications & Business Development, Asian Art Museum

Erick Orellana, Co-Lead Bay Area VEX; Operations & Guest Experience Professional

Krista Dahl Kusuma, Audience Engagement Chair, Visitor Experience Group; Co-Lead

Bay Area VEX

Wanessa Tillman, Director of Visitor Services, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum

Buckle up and join us for this fresh Covid-19 version of a classic. Presented

by members of professional networks PR and Marketing (PRAM) and the

Visitor Experience Group (VEX), this fast-paced session will feature

innovative ideas in audience engagement from museums and

organizations large and small. Attendees are welcome to offer ideas

during the session.

So What? – Using Themes to Improve All Aspects of Visitor

Experience
 Wednesday 10/14 at 3:15

Jennifer Dick

Royal Botanic Gardens

A strong interpretive theme statement provides a clear idea and

“so what” message to deepen visitor experience. Explore examples

of using an interpretive theme across departments and projects,

learn what a theme is and what it isn’t, and practice crafting your

own for a project or operation at your site.



12:00 - 1:00 EDT

Welcome & Keynote with Seema Rao

1:15 - 2:00 EDT

Setting the Example from the Top Down: Employee Engagement for

Part Time Teams

Beyond the Field: Putting Transferable Skills to Work

2:15 - 3:00 EDT

Want to Make Meaningful Connections with Visitors? Start Training

Staff for Empathy

From Anecdote to Action: Turning Online Reviews into Actionable Data

Using Sentiment Analysis

3:15 - 4:00 EDT

Museum Reopenings (and reclosings): COVID19

4:15 - 5:00 EDT

Closing Remarks

All times listed are in the Eastern Time Zone
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Setting the Example from the Top Down: Employee

Engagement for Part Time Teams
 Thursday 10/15 at 1:15

Maggie Santoski

Visitor Center Manager, Longwood Gardens

Employee satisfaction is key to keeping a team engaged, but

managers of guest-facing teams have a unique challenge: how do

you boost morale for a part time team that spends their shift with

guests… and on a tight budget? We will share what has worked for

us (and what hasn’t!).

Beyond the Field: Putting Transferrable Skills to Work
 Thursday 10/15 at 1:15

Joseph Gonzales, Business Development Associate, Physician Life Care

Planning

Mikaela Maria, Manager of Community Programs and Services, Mid-Atlantic

Regional Center for the Humanities 

Tarra Raspanti, Office and Events Manager, Manor College

Moderator: Patrick Wittwer, Marketing Chair, Visitor Experience Group

Join us for a lively discussion with former museum professionals who

have left the field and learn about moving into a new field,

adapting skills from museum work for a new profession, and life

after museums.

Want to Make Meaningful Connections with Visitors? Start

Training Staff for Empathy
 Thursday 10/15 at 2:15

Callie Hawkins, Director For Programs and Michelle Martz, Visitor Services

Manager

President Lincoln’s Cottage

Museums offer opportunities to learn about the past, make

connections with the present, and advocate for a more just future.

In order to create these meaningful connections that are inclusive,

diverse, and participatory, staff must cultivate empathy. Learn not

only how to train, but also sustain empathy at your institution.

From Anecdote to Action: Turning Online Reviews into

Actionable Data Using Sentiment Analysis
 Thursday 10/15 at 2:15

Danielle Adams, Lowell Observatory

How does a guest experience manager determine whether any one

online comment is reflective of commonly held sentiment or an

outlier amidst a sea of otherwise positive sentiment? Drawing from

anthropological methods and marketing’s NPS score, this session

presents a new method for conducting sentiment analysis on online

reviews.



Museum Reopenings (and reclosings): COVID19
 Thursday 10/15 at 3:15

Anna Altschwager, Assistant Director Guest Experience, Old World Wisconsin

Neda Asgharzadeh, Guest Services Manager, Museum of Fine Arts Houston

Justine DeCotis, Senior Manager, Visitor Experience and Systems

Administrator Boston Children’s Museum

Jason Hinkle, Director of Visitor Services, Filoli Historic House and Gardens

Moderator: Patrick Wittwer, Marketing Chair, Visitor Experience Group

Join us for a lively discussion of lessons learned, tips and takeaways

for reopening a cultural organization during a pandemic.

VEX Members will be among the first to learn about visitor

experience trends, get access to resources that will help you

perform your job better and build your reputation as a VEX

professional, including access to a global network of industry

leaders, expand your network of colleagues who face the same

challenges you do and can help you find solutions, and advance

your knowledge and career by taking advantage of a wide

range of year-round professional development opportunities.

BECOME A VEX MEMBER

SERVICE - $10
You’ll get access to the

VEX forum and

invitations to regional

events to connect with

fellow VEX

professionals as well as

notifications to industry

alerts and professional

development

opportunities.

ENGAGEMENT -

$45
You'll receive all of the

Basic level benefits

plus: discounted

admission on all events,

including the annual

VEX Conference and

the VEX Ed Webinar

series.

EXPERIENCE -

$100
You'll receive all of the

basic and plus benefits,

in addition to one

resume review annually

and a one-on-one

consultation annually.



Nicole Krom, Founder & President

Tiffany Allen

Kyle Cantarera

Daniel Corti

Krista Dahl Kusuma

Cynthia Helmstetter

Patrick Wittwer

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Krista Dahl Kusuma, Chair

Elena Bras

Laura Brooks

Doug Buchanan

Melissa Falkenham

Christine Goerss-Barton

Sam Hwang

Katie Kapczynski

Dana Lolas

Jennifer Padilla

AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT
Cynthia Helmstetter, Chair

Mark Baird

Alexandra Van Norden

EVENTS
Patrick Wittwer, Chair

Iso Akpabio

Wenlu Bao

Daniel Corti

Michael Madeja

Alex Silagyi

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

The Visitor Experience Group is looking for folks to join

our dedicated group of volunteers, particularly in the

areas of Programming, Operations, and Membership.

https://visitorexperience.group/profiles/

